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MangoApps provides capabilities that no one else does

MangoApps uniquely combines Enterprise Social Networking, Team Collaboration tools and

Intranet pages into one breakthrough product. Communication, Collaboration, and Sharing are

forever changed. Learn more

How is MangoApps different?
There are 3 things that matter to all enterprise software buyers - product, price & security. When evaluating enterprise

software it's important to consider the following:

Needs: Does the software meet our current and near future requirements? Is the software easily customizable to fit my

specific needs?

Cost: Are we getting the best possible price? Are there hidden costs? What is my total cost of ownership?

Security: Is the software available in a model that meets our company's security needs? Can it run behind my firewall?

How about in my cloud?

On all these three dimensions, MangoApps is in a different league altogether. In fact, MangoApps is the only product that

makes work life easy by providing a single tool employees could use through out the day for all their communication and

collaboration needs. Don't take our word for it, download the detailed comparison report.

MangoApps Exclusive Capability
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On-premise or fully hosted by us - your choice

Start with a private cloud and move to on-premise or start with on-premise; whatever fits your IT

model best. Learn more

1/2 the price of other major players

MangoApps are priced for enterprise wide deployment. The value of your network increases

with its size, making it critical to be able to deploy the MangoApps solution enterprise wide.

Learn more

Certified to support the largest enterprise on planet

The largest enterprise on planet today employs approximately 2M+ people. MangoApps

seamlessly scales to over 5+ millions users. Learn more

Razor-like focus on social collaboration

We've spent the past 5 years building and refining private, secure social networks for

companies. We love doing what we do, and excited to help businesses realize the benefits of

their own social platform. Learn more

When you compare the products, no other option even comes close. Don't be distracted by FUD others try to use to win

your business. In the end, no amount of FUD can come in the way of fundamental values we bring to you - passion for
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your business. In the end, no amount of FUD can come in the way of fundamental values we bring to you - passion for

delivering overwhelming value and building great software that users love.
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